
From: northwest frameworks northwestframeworks@gmail.com
Subject: Painting

Date: October 14, 2017 at 4:20 AM
To: Arthur Mason arthur.mason@rice.edu

Hi Arthur,

I Hope this message finds you well. Sorry I haven’t been in contact sooner. I had some issues with the topcoat on the blue clay for 
your frame that stumped me for a period and through that process I got behind production on several other jobs here so had to set it 
aside in the final stages of finish work and assembly to meet some other hard deadlines. Its finished now and I’m really excited 
about the results. I haven’t seen that painting for a few years and it has been really great to have it around and study it one last time. 
Once I got it into the frame some real magic happened. the color of the clay is exactly what I was hoping for, subtle and beautiful. 
Dark to be part of the background and not distract from the light of the painting and the ebony walnut sides really changed the look 
as compared to the raw canvas that has always been prominent visually, but not in a way that draws attention. It is beautifully 
crafted for anyone who choses to look closely, and can stand up to the painting on its own as a work of fine craftsmanship, but 
doesn’t compete for attention. What a frame should be in my opinion. As for shipping, the advice I got from other businesses here 
that ship art was to use FedEx. The quote they gave me was $650.00. I’ll need $250 for the frame and another $25 to cover packing 
it up. I may look at other shipping options as I could only get fedEx to insure it for $1000.00 but most shippers wont even cover 
artwork for some reason, but with good packaging I wouldn’t anticipate any issues. So here are a couple images of the painting in 
progress as well as some pictures I took of the frame, including one of the piece of walnut that I made it from! The process involves 
the milling of the wood to begin, and chopping of the miters. Corners are joined with glue and wood splines, no screws or nails, and 
the frame is sanded to 120 grade sandpaper. Next I tape off the sides and insides of the frame and apply many coats of traditional 
rabbit skin glue gesso, sanded to a smooth surface before the application of clay bole. I mixed dark blue clay with black clay to get  
this particular color of indigo. Normally this would be the foundation for gilding but I also happen to like the subtilty of the clay 
surface so there you have it! Finally the sides are sanded to 220 grade sandpaper and I finished it off with dark stain on the sides 
and even darker for the reveal between the painting and the sides of the frame. The sides are sealed with lacquer and the top is 
Polyurethane, and the whole frame is buffed with steel wool .You will be seeing it soon!
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